
Blow Piston Impact Impact
frequency velocity energy

(BPM) (ft/sec) (ft-Ib)

1200 17,8 32,8
1290 19,8 40,8
1380 21,8 49,3
1450 23,4 57,2
1500 25,1 65,5
1550 26,6 73,6
1600 27,4 78,0
1660 28,1 81,1
1720 29,4 90,5
1800 30,8 98,8
1850 32,0 106,6
1900 33,2 114,3

1500 19,3 27,6
1640 21,4 34,3
1740 23,6 41,5
1830 25,4 48,0
1910 27,2 55,2
1980 28,8 61,9
2080 30,4 69,0
2200 33,3 82,7
2275 34,7 89,5
2475 36,0 97,0

1520 16,2 19,9
1600 18,0 24,8
1670 19,8 29,8
1750 21,3 34,7
1900 22,8 39,8
2000 24,2 44,6
2100 25,5 49,6
2180 26,8 55,0
2250 28,0 59,6
2300 29,1 64,6
2350 30,2 69,5

For the measurement of hammer impact rate, a vi-
bration transducer (General Radio Co, Type 1560-P52)
was held in contact with the rock face, six inches from
the hole being drilled. The transducer signals were
recorded on a tape recorder (Telefunken Type 300)
and displayed in spectrogram form (Kay Electric Co
Type 661-A) for counting of individual impacts per unit
time.

Measurements of drill rod rotation speed, during
actual drilling were made using a stroboscopic flash-
light (General Radio Co Type 1531-A).

The several types of integral drill steels used during
the testing program are described in Table 2. All drill
steels had tungsten carbide chisel insert bits.

TABLE 2

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRILL STEEL USED

Author's
Designation Description

Staved shank, 1 in hex, 78 in long, 39 mm bit

2 Rubber collar, 1 in hex, 74 in long, 39 mm bit

3 Rubber collar, 7/8 in hex, 74 in long, 30 mm bit

4 Staved shank, 1 in hex, 74 in long, 39 mm bit

5 Staved shank (Avesta steel), 1 in hex, 72 in
long, 39 mm bit.
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PART III

SYNOPSIS

APPENDIX II

TABLE 1

PISTON IMPACT VELOCITIES AND ENERGIES AS FUNCTIONS OF

MACHINE AIR PRESSURE FOR ROCKDRILLS A, BAND C

Machine
Pressure

Ib/in2g

ROCKDRILL A
40
50
60
70
80
90
95

100
110
120
130
140

ROCKDRILL B
40
50
60
70
80
90

100
120
130
140

ROCKDRILL C
40
50
60
70
80
90

100
110
120
130
140

The problem of providing adequate thrust to manually operated rockdrills operating at air pressures 01
70 Ibjin 2g to 80 IbJin2g with the aid of an air-leg is analyzed. It is shown that adequate thrust is provided by an
air-leg or the stiff-leg if it is inclined at an angle to the floor of about 25°. However, this requires that the leg
react against some support or protuberance, as the friction force between the leg and the floor is inadequate
to contain the thrust.

Conclusions summarizing optimum thrusts, blow frequencies, penetration rates, drill steel life and bit wear
are presented.

PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS

Provision for adequate thrust

As has been pointed out previously, for the pressures
at which machines are presently operating in most
mines (70-80 lbfin2g) the thrusts that can be applied
by a man are approximately one half of those which
should be applied for optimum penetration rate and

drill steel life. Because of this, it is important to con-
sider how the required thrust might be generated. For
most of the experiments discussed thus far, the thrust
arrangement as shown in Fig 1 consisted of an air cylinder
mounted in line with the rockdrill. This method was
found to provide all the thrust required.

An alternative method of ensuring that the bit and
rock were in contact when the blow arrived was by means
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Ma. ROCKDRILL A t
chine
Pres- Penetration Rates
sure (in/min)

b/in2g ------
Screw Feed Thrust

Cylinder.

40 3,9 4,5

50 4,4 7,0

60 7,3 8,1

70 9,2 10,2

80 9,9 12,7

90 14,0 14,7

95 12,4 16,2

100 - -

Rock

Thrust Qlr cyllrder
Drill steel

Rock drill

Fig 1 Diagram showing the co-axial thrusting device used
for the drilling experiments.

of a screw feed. Again a cradle was used and the rock.
drill advanced at a constant displacement rather than
under the constant force applied by the thrust cylinder.
Penetration rates for rockdrills A and B at Robinson
Deep, using the screw feed and the thrust air cylinder
described above, are given in Table 1.

TABLE 1

ROCKDRILL B t

Penetration Rates
(in/min.

I

Screw Feed Thrust
Cylinder*

----
3,5 3,3

4,85,5

7,8 7,2

9,8 9,0

10,1

13,0

11,2

14,0

15,7 18,4

*Peak penetration rate used

t Drill steel 1 used in all tests.

The two sets of values agree quite well. Because of
the weight and size of these two rigs they are impractical
for use in narrow workings. A third method, namely,
the use of an ordinary air.leg with a rockdriIJ, as shown
in Fig 2, does not possess the disadvantages of bulk

Rock drill
Drill steel

Air leg

Fig 2 Diagram of an air.leg and rockdrill.

to the same extent. The air-leg is inclined at an angle, to the floor. Normally the air pressure to the leg is
adjusted so th'1t the drilling machine is supported at
the desired level for the hole to be drilled. Assuming
that the rockdrill plus attachments weighs V Ib, then

FLsin'=V, (1)
FH=FLCOS', (2)

where
FL=force of air-leg (1b) directed along the axis of

the leg.
=PLxAp

PL=air pressure to leg (lbfin2)
Ap=area of thrust leg piston (in2)
FH=horizontal force resulting from FL (lb).

If, in addition to the air-leg thrust, a force T man is
applied by a man pushing on the back of the machine
in the direction of drilling, the total thrust applied
becomes

Fe{applied)=Tman+FLcos'. . . . . . . . (3)
The restriction on FL required to keep the machine

from accelerating upwards is

V
FL=sin"

(4)

Normally a man can push with a force equal to half his
weight so that it can be assumed that Tman=75 lb.
Most percussion machines in use on mines of the Reef
weigh approximately 70 lb. Assuming that attachments
weigh an additional 30 Ibs, then FL is rougWy IOOfsin ,.
For '=45°, Ft~I75 Ib which is only approximately
two-thirds of the optimum thrust required for proper
operation at machines pressures of 70 to 80 Ibfin2g.
If the leg is inclined at a smaller angle, say '=20°,
then Ft=350 Ib, which is a satisfactory value for the
thrust.

However, assuming a coefficient of friction, p., between
the air.leg feet and the floor, the maximum force that
can be resisted by the friction is

Fmax=100p.sin ,. (5)
The smallest inclination angle, that the leg can make
with the floor without the leg slipping is, therefore,

'=COS-12~[ -1+J1+4p.2]. ""'"

(6)

For p.=1, '~38°. Thus, although an angle of inclination
of 20 ° could provide the necessary thrust, the frictional
resistance is not sufficient and the air-leg will slide
backwards. If roof supports, or other devices are present
in the stopes against which the air-leg can react, the
limitation of the frictional resistance between the feet
of the air-leg and the floor need not be applied.

Figs 3 and 4 show the results obtained when an or-
dinary air. leg was used to provide the thrust for the
drilling machine. The analysis is complicated by the
fact that the holes were drilled at an angle of from 10 to
30 degrees above the horizontal. The angle of inclination
in these figures is that between the leg and the footwall.
The effective angle would need to be modified depending
on the hole angle. For an angle of inclination of about
35 degrees the penetration rates approach those at-
tained with an in-line air leg. For increasing angles the
penetration rates decrease.

The penetration rate as a function of the angle of
inclination when an air-leg was used is shown in Fig 5.
The experimental points cover the range of 54 to 74
degrees (for these tests the rockdrill was horizontal).
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Fig 3 Comparison of penetration rates using an air-leg
at different angles of inclination (~) Vlakfontein Mine,

Rockdrill C, Rifle bar 1 .30, Bit 30 mm diameter,
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Fig 4 Comparison of penetration rates using an air-leg
at different angles of inclination (~), Vlakfontein Mine,

Rockdrill A, Rifle bar 1 :30, Bit 30 mm diameter.
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12

Tman" 0 Ibs. but driller sits on the rock
drill with force 150 Ibs
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.-expenmental points obtained
using air log

c

i.e
-§

~
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Tman"Olbs

Drilling machine is dnlling

horizontal holes. 2 It In length

with collar heights which vocy
from 54 t0711ns

0
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Angle of inclination (dogrees)

Fig 5 Penetration rate as a function of the angle of incli-
nation (~) for a rockdrill using an air-leg. Vlakfontein Mine,

Rockdrill A, air pressure 80 Ibjin 2, Bit 30 mm.

The peak penetration rates and the thrust at which
they occur for rockdrill A at 80 Ibjin2g, taken from
Fig 10, Part II, have been used to calculate curves of
penetration rate as a function of the angles of inclination
for various values of T man (V is assumed to be 100 lbs).
From these curves it is seen that to obtain the experi-
mental results, Tman must have been between 120 and
160 lb. This is too large a thrust for one man to apply
and suggests that perhaps an error was made in the
drilling rate measurements. All the theoretical curves
have been derived assuming that f.Lis large enough to
prevent slipping of the air-leg. To ensure that the incli-
nation is less than about 380, the leg would have to be
supported by a ridge in the floor, against a man's foot
or some other support.

If instead of pushing at the back of a rookdrill with a
force of 75 lb, a man weighing 150 lb were to sit on the
drill and thereby allow the air pressure in the cylinder
to be increased, so that

V =250 lb,

250
F L= ;---y ,

sm ..
and

Ft=250 cot ~,
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Tman (lb) Inclination
(degrees)

0 17

75 20

100 22

150 27

the curve plotted in Fig 5 shows that for a machine
pressure of 80 Ibfin2g and angles of inclination of less
than about 65 degrees it is better for the man to sit
Oll the rockdrill than to push on it. The peak penetration
rate at this machine pressure was found to be 12,7 infmin.
To achieve this rate using an air-leg with the assistance
of a man, the following inclinations of the air-leg should
be used:

TABLE 2

If the man sits on the rockdrill, the inclination can be
increased to 36 degrees.

A fourth method of applying the necessary thrust is
through the use of a so.called "stiff" leg, a device de-
veloped and tested by Dr Becker of the Mining Research
Laboratory of the Chamber of Mines of South
Africa. It is very similar to the air-leg discussed
above; however, instead of compressed air being used
to support the machine and provide the thrust, a rack
and gear arrangement is used. In principle it is similar
to the screw feed discussed earlier except that the screw
is advanced by hand. This leg, which weighs some 20 Ib
(approximately half that of an air-leg) is attached to the
rockdrill in a similar fashion. Since the forward thrust
is now not limited by the weight of the machine but
rather by the alignment, very large thrusts can be gen-
erated. In Figs 6 and 7 the penetration rates are plotted
as functions of machine air pressure obtained using
rockdrill C and the stiff-leg. Also plotted in the Figs are
the peak penetration rate curves obtained when the s~me
machine was used with thrust applied co-axially by
and air cylinder. For angles of inclination to the leg
to the floor of approximately 30°, the results are very
similar to those obtained using the air-leg; as the incli-
nation approaches 90°, the dri1ling rates are reduced,
as expected. The limitation on the thrust is the friction
force between the floor and the feet of the stiff-leg.

Conclusions

From the results of this research the following con-
clusions may be drawn.
1. Hand-held drilling machines when operated at air
pressures of 70 to 80 Ibfin2g are greatly underthrusted.
The thrust which should be applied is given by

Ft=0,5 Ap
where

A = area of piston head (in2)
p=applied machine air pressure Ibfin2g

Ft=optimum thrust (lb).

2S

Peak penetration rate
using air cylinder in line
w;th the machine

20

£" IS

~
~
g
',;
~ 10
&

Angle of inclination

"!
. 32'(collarheight.38ins)

.! .66'lcollarheight.67ins)

The machine is drilling horizontal holes

0
0 so 120 14020 100.0 60

Throttle air pressure (p.s.i.9.)

Fig 6 Penetration rate for different angles of inclination
W using the "stiff" leg. Vlakfontein Mine, Rockdrill C,

Rifle bar 1 :30, Bit 30 mm,

25
Peak penetration rate ~

using air cylinder in line ------
with the machine

20

c
~
.§

15-

~
c
0g
~ Angle of inclination

. ! .30' (collar height. 36insJ

A! . 53'Icollar height. so ins)

D! . SS' (collor height. 61ins)

10

The machine is drilling horizontal
holes

20 60 80 100 120 1.0.0

Throttle air pressure (p.s.i.g.)

Fig 7 Penetration rate for different angles of inclination
<,> using the "stiff" leg. Vlakfontein Mine, Rockdrill A,

Rifle bar 1 :30, Bit 39 mm.
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For a particular rockdrill the value of the thrust is
ind0pendent of the type of rock drilled and of the areas
of the hole.

2. Increasing the thrust to the optimum value would
result in increases in the penetration rate by factors
of up to about 2 and increases of similar magnitude in
drill steel life.

3. For the three machines used, the blow frequency f,
the piston impact velocity Vs and blow energy Ei can
be calculated using the equations

g=22 j 6PAg
SW '

V = 68 j SpAg
s,

6W

Ei=1/2
W

Vs2
g

where
g=acceleratioll of gravity - ft/sec2
S=nominal piston f>troke- in

W = piston (with rifle nut) weight -lb
f= blow frequency - BPM

V s=piston impact velocity - ft/sec
Ei=piston blow energy - ft/lb

4. The penetration rate in quartzite is given by

PR =12 X
Ei XlXTR ,
AHXEv

where
PR=penetration rate (in/min)
TR >::!0,8
Ev>::!uniaxial compressive strength of the rock

drilled (lb/in2)
AH=area of hole drilled (in2).

The above equations can be used to check the drilling
performances observed for individual mines.

5. In terms of penetration rate and air consumption the
three drills tested performed with nearly the same
efficiency: rockdrills A and B giving approximately the
same penetration rates with that of rockdrill C some
20 percent less.

6. The penetration rate varies inversely as the area
of hole drilled. Thus the penetration rate obtained while
drilling a 30 mm diameter hole should be approximately
1,7 times that obtained while drilling a 40 mm diameter
hole.
7. Bit gauge wear is related to the footage drilled L
by the following relationships,

dh=40 mm bit
bit gauge=dh-4,5(L)!+17,5, L>59 ft.

dh=30 mm bit
bit gauge=dh-3,2(L)!+13,5, L> 75 ft.

8. Penetration rates obtained when an in-line air-leg or
screw feed were used to provide thrust were identical.
9. Penetration rates using an ordinary air leg or the
"stiff" leg approached those for the in-line air leg as the
angle of inclination between the leg and the floor ap-
roached 30 degrees.
10. From (3) and (4) it follows that with smaller dia-
meter holes smaller drilling machines can yield the same
rate of penetration as larger machines do in larger
diameter holes, and, more important, from (1) that
smaller machines require less thrust for optimum oper-
ation.
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